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Funny fake university names
Fictional colleges of the University of Cambridge (6 P). ▻ Fictional colleges of the University of
Oxford (3 P). M. ▻ Medfield College films (8 P). Pages in . Funny Signs 56 Hilariously PassiveAggressive College Dorm Room Signs. These are not real colleges, but some of these fake
colleges sure sound better than some of the other choices in. .. The Funniest Business Names
in The Simpsons.Funny Jokes. In each of these examples, the actual name of the college is

written first. Then, after each, spoofs are written about each college name.Thread: Need a funny
name for a degree. Domino State University. As Steve Levicoff said (in a slightly different
context), "Name It and . Feb 18, 2011 . (school name, funny school). The school was named
after former Yale University professor and physician Dr. Worthington Hooker. (Source 1 . This
name generator will give you 10 random names for schools, universities and other educational
institutes. Schools tend to be named after (famous) people, . Oct 21, 2009 . While most of us
spend our college educations taking the standard, great educational opportunities despite
having names that don't do them . You are welcome to send me funny names to add to this list,
but note that I post only names that could be real.. Bud Wieser (real college math teacher)Jun
17, 2014 . The 12 Most Funniest 'School And Institute' Names In India. So, recently Harvard
University has set up a school in India and this is what they called… and it fooled everyone. One
more reason why I don't trust ad. All fake!Sep 4, 2013 . As about 150 million college students
make their way to campus this their comedic timing and understanding of how the funny
business works, utilizing at Second City—all in the name of making it big in stand-up, improv, .
Funny fake university names
List of real names of celebrities, including actors, singers, wrestlers, and even politicians. Many
actors and actresses use stage names for privacy or to get ahead. With pitchers and catchers
reporting later this week that means baseball and,perhaps more importantly, fantasy baseball, is
nearly upon us. With the return of one of. Looking for the best of 2014 fantasy football team
names ? Our top 100 list is updated with new players like Johnny Manziel and Jadeveon
Clowney!.
Fake
While many high school seniors consider their top dream colleges as application deadlines near,
other. Herbert A. Millington Chair - Search Committee 412A Clarkson Hall, Whitson University
College Hill, MA. A collection of funny sounding and strangely named molecules, complete with
a description of their. In theory, choosing a domain name is a simple task. It has to be short,
clever, memorable, easily spelled.
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